LOVE TRUMPS HATE?

AMERICA IS NOT ABOUT ‘LOVE’ OR EQUALITY.
America was founded on land stolen by genocide. Its democratic institutions and economy were built on slavery. Trump absolutely is the real America. Obama’s mass deportations and drone-bombing were all America, too. His rhetoric about inclusion and diversity were a smokescreen for the same old shit.

THE REAL PROBLEM IS STRUCTURAL.
It is the police, political parties, and capitalism. It is 500 years of colonialism and anti-blackness. None of what Trump is trying to do would be possible if these systems did not exist. Power, freedom, and survival are what is at stake here, not just feelings.

THE PROBLEM ISN’T ‘HATE.’
We hate Nazis and white supremacy. We hate cops and prisons. We hate wage work. We hate Trump, Obama, and Hillary. We hate transphobia, misogyny, and rape culture. We hate these things because we love freedom, and our hatred fuels our struggle towards liberation. It is time to stop being ashamed of our rage.

‘LOVE’ OFTEN DOES NOT TRUMP ‘HATE.’
Blind faith in the inevitability of ‘progress’ can lead to a dangerous passivity. The only scraps of freedom, autonomy, or equality that the oppressed have ever experienced, they’ve had to physically fight for on their own terms. We have to stop relying on powers outside our control—nicer politicians, liberal judges, the Constitution, ‘progressive’ corporations—to win this fight, or we’ll find ourselves in this same mess over and over again.

Liberalism has failed to stem the rising tide of fascism. Electoral politics are a joke. Let's get to the root of the problem, before it's too late.
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